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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a new algorithm for the creation of
spectral envelopes in the context of additive analysis of
recorded sounds. The key idea behind this method is the
recognition, that the behaviour of a partial is different on
the microscopic and the macroscopic level. Thus, our suggested process divides the envelope matching procedure
into a micro-level and a macro-level analysis. Our current results are promising, however, further investigation
is needed to understand every detail of this method.
1. INTRODUCTION
Johannes Kretz’s KLANGPILOT 3 environment [2] is
a real-time Computer Aided Composition tool that addresses the issue of including spectral qualities (amongst
them, synthesis parameters) in a composition – particularly, in its score. This software has an extensive synthesis module allowing an arbitrary combination of additive,
subtractive and FOF (fonction d’onde formantique) synthesis methods.
As the synthesis possibilities of the system started
to grow, efficient ways had to be developed to ease the
composers’ task of virtual instrument creation. It was a
plausible idea to build an additive analysis module which
would create additive synthesis-based instruments that
the users could modify according to their own purposes.
During the implementation of this module, we realized
that every partial tracking principle accessible for us was
based on the same method of taking an initial number of
tonal peaks and trying to extend them as long as possible [1, 3, 5, 8, 10]. Our own experience is, on the contrary,
that partials won’t share the same aspects on the macroscopic scale of musically perceivable durations than on
the microscopic level of a few milliseconds. This led us
to the development of a new method for partial tracking,
which we present in this article.
The main difference between these aspects lies in predictability. On very short-terms it is not hard to predict
the future (or past) behaviour of a partial. However, due
to the complexity of most arbitrary sounds, one would always find such sudden changes in the spectrum of a real
sound which are totally impossible to predict using only
past information. Following this idea, we split the envelope following procedure into two separate tasks. On
the micro-level, we create short envelope chunks that follow some clear trend. Then, on the macro-level we merge
these segments into bigger partials considering only the
similarity of these chuncks.

We present the details of this procedure in the next
section. Then, we discuss briefly some of the benefits,
drawbacks and possible future improvements in Section 3.
2. ADDITIVE ANALYSIS
Additive synthesis approximates a target sound s by
adding together (a given number of) sinusoids:


n
s(t) ≈ ∑ Ai (t) sin ωi (t) ,
(1)
i=0

where Ai (t) and ωi (t) are the amplitude and frequency
trajectories of each partial, respectively [10]. An additive analysis method must, therefore, extract these partials
from any arbitrary sound. The most convenient way of
doing this consists normally of three main steps. First,
one has to decompose the sound into a dataset whose elements carry meaningful information in terms of amplitude
and frequency. Short-time Fourier transforms (STFT) are
particularly popular for this task, although other methods
– e. g. Discrete Wavelet Transform – could be adopted as
well [6]. As a next step, one would filter this dataset to
extract the most important data points that contribute to
the sound, which we would call tonal peaks. Finally, one
would deduce the desired trajectories using these peaks.
2.1. Preparatory Steps
For the first step, our analysis tool uses STFT technique with arbitrary-sized analysis windows, using zeropadding to reach an adequate (being a power of 2) FFTwindow size. To find the tonal peaks, we followed the
parabolic interpolation strategy described in [11]. Any alteration – e. g. due to psychoacoustical reasons – to the
obtained peaks should be applied at this point1 . At the
end of this step, all tonal peaks that we found are collected
into a set that we called peak pool.
Before continuing, let us define the absolute and relative differences of the tonal peaks P1 (l1 , p1 ) and P2 (l2 , p2 )
(here, li is the level and pi is the pitch of Pi ). Now we can
define the points


P1 − P2 |rel ≡ P1 − P2 := l1 − l2 , p1 − p2
(2)
as the relative and


p1
l1
P1 − P2 |abs := exp , exp
l2
p2

(3)

1 These considerations will be added in a future release of KLANGPILOT.

as the absolute difference of two peaks. Following these
definitions, we can also define the absolute and relative
distance of the two peaks as


(4)
∆ϕ (P1 , P2 ) := (P1 − P2 )Lϕ , (P1 − P2 )Pϕ
where ϕ ∈ {abs, rel}, standing for ‘absolute’ and ‘relative. It is easy to prove that both ‘coordinates’ of these
distances are metrics.
We introduce at this point the term virtual tonal peak
as well, being the mean of the set {P1 . . . Pr } of simultaneous tonal peaks according to the formula
!


1 r
1 r
Π :=
li , ∑ pi ≡ ΠL , ΠP
(5)
∑
r i=1 r i=1
To represent the original tonal peaks that were merged
into the virtual tonal peak Π we define the variance of a
virtual tonal peak as
!
r
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Var Π :=
(6)
∑ li − Π , r ∑ pi − Π
r i=1
i=1
Note that a normal tonal peak can actually be considered as a virtual tonal peak with zero variance, hence we
don’t really need to distinguish between real and virtual
tonal peaks.
The most difficult part of an additive analysis method
is usually the third step: that is, to build a partial tracker
using the extracted tonal peaks. Our main assumption was
that if a particular partial plays an important role in the
sound, then it should contain at least a few loud tonal
peaks. Therefore, instead of the usual way of starting
the envelope matching algorithm at zero-time, our method
would first search for the loudest available tonal peak and
start an envelope following process based on that peak.
This procedure consists of two major steps.
2.2. Finding Envelope Prototypes
Partial tracking is, by its nature, a paradox activity. On
one hand, peaks that deviate ‘too much’ from a given envelope must not be taken into account. On the other hand,
the process can’t be too rigourous – unexpected alterations
of the partial must be captured as well. To fit with these
ambiguous needs, our algorithm breaks the envelope following into a micro- and a macro-level part. First, we create short-time envelope segments – called envelope prototypes – which follow some simple and straightforward
pattern; this is the micro-level analysis. The macro-level
analysis would then merge these prototypes into real envelopes.
For the microscopic analysis, we introduce a set of
user-defined parameters: the maximum allowed errors
rel ) as well as for amplitude and
for level and pitch (δmax
abs
frequency (δmax ) and the so-called time extension factor
(τext ), whose purpose will be explained in a moment. To
create a new envelope prototype, we do the following sequence:

1. We take the loudest tonal peak from our peak pool.
We also get every simultaneous tonal peak (taking
into account also those which are already included
in other envelope prototypes) whose distance from
this loudest peak – either relative or absolute – is
smaller than the user-defined errors. We merge then
all these peaks into a single virtual peak as described in Equations (5) and (6). This will be the
first member of our new envelope prototype.
2. We extrapolate the envelope prototype by one step
forwards in time2 . If the envelope prototype consists of a single peak, we simply duplicate that peak.
Otherwise, we use cubic spline extrapolation [7].
3. We create a new virtual tonal peak using all tonal
peaks whose distance from the extrapolated peak is
smaller than the defined errors. If we found at least
one such tonal peak, we add the result to the envelope prototype.
4. We repeat steps 2–3 in backwards-time direction as
well.
5. If we found at least one new peak during steps 2–
4, we repeat the process from step 2. If we didn’t
find any new peak, but the next time step forwards
(backwards) is closer in time than the extended
ending (starting) time of the envelope prototype –
which is defined by the actual duration of the prototype multiplyed by τext and then added to both ends
of the envelope –, we skip this time-point and jump
back to step 2.
6. When the new envelope prototype is ready, we remove every tonal peak contained by the newly created prototype from the peak pool and jump back to
the first step. We repeat this process until the peak
pool is not empty.
There are several reasons for using cubic spline extrapolation to guess the new peaks:
• The extrapolation favourizes ‘horizontal’ envelopes
to start with. On the other hand, even with two
points it gives a linear extrapolation, taking already
into account the main deviations of the partial from
the very beginning of the whole process.
• Splines are smooth enough to be good candidates
for partials, yet free enough to conform with unexpected changes in the trajectories.
• The model has minimal assumptions on the shape
of partials compared to linear prediction systems
or the classical step-by-step envelope follower processes.
2 The time unit of the whole analysis is defined by the hop size used
during the STFT.

2.3. Merging Envelopes
After the micro-level analysis, we would usually end up
having a huge number of quite short prototypes – envelopes that normally contain no more than a few virtual
or real tonal peaks. The macro-level part of the analysis
consists of the creation of the final envelopes by merging
the prototypes into larger blocks. This process relies on
the pseudo-cross-correlations of the envelope prototypes.
min
Let E1 and E2 be two envelope prototypes. Let τ1,2
max
and τ1,2 denote the starting and ending times of these envelope prototypes, respectively (here the starting and ending times mean the extended times, as explained in the
previous section). To get the pseudo-cross-correlation of
E1 and E2 we would first find the appropriate t min and
t max values so that t min = max{τ1min , τ2min } and t max =
min{τ1max , τ2max }. As a next step, we compute the following ‘two-dimensional’ values:


rel
∀t : t min ≤ t ≤ t max : δt := δmax
− ∆rel E1 (t), E2 (t)
(7)
where Ei (t) is the spline-interpolated virtual tonal peak of
the envelope prototype Ei at time t (if Ei contains a tonal
peak at the given time, Ei (t) would give us that tonal peak
as a result, of course). Let S denote the total number of
δt -s defined by Equation (7) and let δ̄t denote those δt -s
whose both ‘coordinates’ are non-negatives. Now we can
define the pseudo-cross-correlation of E1 and E2 as
C (E1 , E2 ) :=

1
S2

∑

δ̄iL

rel,L
∀i, j:δ̄i ∈{δ̄t }∧δ̄ j ∈{δ̄t } δmax

δ̄ jP
rel,P
δmax

,

(8)

where the upper indices L and P denote the level and pitch
‘coordinates’, respectively.
It is easy to prove that C (E1 , E2 ) is commutative
and has the following properties (hence the name‘pseudocross-correlation’):
• 0 ≤ C (E1 , E2 ) ≤ 1.
• C (E1 , E2 ) = 1 ⇔ ∀t : t min ≤ t ≤ t max : E1 (t) = E2 (t).

It is important to note that we didn’t assume anything
about the global shape of our partials during the macrolevel analysis, the only thing we used was the correlation
between envelope prototypes (which is a clear measure of
the level of their similarity).

3. POTENTIALS AND DRAWBACKS
The final set of partials produced by the method described
above is adequate for the additive synthesis described by
Equation (1). Nevertheless, one might notice that the variances of the virtual peaks defined by Equation (6) were not
used by the analysis at all. Keeping track of these variances is, however, a promising way to extend our method.
These values show us the error levels of our approximation. One could, for instance, add randomness to the obtained frequency and amplitude envelopes, where the level
of the randomness would be defined by the instantaneous
variance of the partials3 . Further analysis of the variances
could also lead us to find more details and patterns in the
partials, like high-frequency ring modulations etc.
Another important aspect of the model is that the main
analysis block won’t rely on the time structure of the tonal
peaks – they don’t need to be arranged into the usual ‘grid’
that we obtain after our STFT. Thus, even if we change
drastically the process that extracts the tonal peaks (for
instance, by replacing the STFT with a Wavelet-like transform), our envelope follower wouldn’t need to be altered.
We shall also briefly explain why we allowed during the micro-level analysis described in Section 2.2 that
tonal peaks could appear in more than one envelope prototype simultaneously: in real-life situations adjacent partials usually cross each other from time to time. Envelope
following methods that won’t let a tonal peak to belong to
several partials simultaneously have great difficulties with
the treatment of such scenarios [4]. On the other hand,
the complexity of the whole process won’t increase too
much by this ‘tolerance’. To illustrate the importance of
this question, we show a successfully recognised envelope
cross in Figure 1.

• C (E1 , E2 ) = 0 if and only if there is no peak in E1
whose relative distance from E2 would be smaller
rel (and vice versa).
than δmax
Based on this definition, we can get the final envelopes
by computing the pseudo-cross-correlations of each pair
of envelope prototypes and merging each pair where this
value is above a certain user-defined limit (denoted εcorr )
into a bigger envelope chunk. To merge the envelope prototypes E1 and E2 , we simply take the union of all tonal
peaks contained in E1 and E2 . During this, we should not
forget to create additional virtual tonal peaks if needed –
that is, if simultaneous tonal peaks exist in the set. Note
that the newly created envelope chunck is an envelope
prototype as well, therefore we can go on with the envelope merging process recursively, as long as we find envelope pairs with cross-correlations exceeding εcorr .

Figure 1. Analysis of two partials crossing each other.
rel = (2 dB, 50 ¢),
The analysis parameters were: δmax
abs
δmax = (0, 5.38 Hz), τext = 1, εcorr = 0.25.
3 This is the method that we actually implemented in KLANGPILOT.

Here, we analysed the following, simple sound:


 sin 3t−2
2 s ωt , 1 s ≤ t ≤ 2 s
s(t) := sin(ωt) +
sin 4−t
2s≤t ≤3s
1 s ωt ,

0,
otherwise

a macroscopic procedure will fullfill our highest expectations.
(9)

where ω = 440 Hz and 0 s ≤ t ≤ 4 s.
After examining our results, we can see that the algorithm detects the crossing, but is very confused at the
moments where these crossings happen (we can observe
this on both the loudness and frequency envelopes). We
assume that this is mainly caused by the use of spline extrapolation. Future research needs to address this problem, probably by refining the extrapolation method.
As a comparison, we analysed the same sound using
two different methods, linear prediction [3] and the bias
corrected estimation technique [9] (see Figure 2).
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